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	When we wrote Introductory Microbiology some very hard decisions had to be

	made concerning the contents of the book. We were constrained by the style

	of the Studies in Biology series to write a book of no more than 200 pages. In

	the end, we decided that students needed a description of what microorganisms

	were and how they can be safely manipulated before appreciating what

	they can do. We therefore took the decision to base our first book on these

	fundamental aspects of the subject.We were convinced at the time, however,

	that we could fill a second book with the material that we had omitted from

	the first. All we had to do was to persuade a publisher that students need to

	know about much more than we could include in that book.





	Tim Benton, who edited our Introductory Microbiology, was so pleased with

	our proposal that he accepted our ideas and then promptly left Cambridge

	University Press to take up an academic career.We are not suggesting that this

	career change has any bearing on Tim’s ability to make rational decisions or

	on the viability of our proposals. The project was handed on to Barnaby

	Willitts. He was very supportive throughout the writing of this book. As the

	deadline for submission arose, however, Barnaby left the press (and the

	country). The project was then handed to Maria Murphy. We owe all those

	who played a part in producing this book a debt of thanks.
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Using CiviCRMPackt Publishing, 2011

	Donald Lobo, Michal Mach, and I started CiviCRM almost six years ago. Back then, open source software had gained traction in the operating system arena, but the idea of an open source application designed from the ground up to meet the needs of non-profits and other civic sector organizations was pretty radical. We were convinced that there...
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USB Programming for PIC18 DevicesInternet Technical Bookshop, 2016

	The full title of the book is An Introduction to USB and USB Programming on Microchip Devices. This book focuses on PIC18 USB devices. It covers the practical and programming aspects of understanding the USB 2 protocol, building applications running on USB capabile Microchip PIC18 microcontrollers as well as Microsoft Windows based...
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Oracle PL/SQL Language Pocket Reference, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
The new edition of this must-have pocket guide boils down the most vital information from Oracle PL/SQL Programming, the bestseller that many consider "the Bible" for PL/SQL development. This concise booklet summarizes features available in Oracle's powerful new product-- Oracle9i-- and provides essential...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4.5.1: in C# and VB (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2014

	Build your ASP.NET 4.5.1 skills with real-world instruction

	

	In this comprehensive guide to getting started with ASP.NET 4.5.1, best-selling author Imar Spaanjaars provides a firm foundation for coders new to ASP.NET and key insights for those not yet familiar with the important updates in the 4.5.1 release. Readers...
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Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Photo Retouching with Photoshop: A Designer's Notebook is at once eye candy, artistic inspiration, and incomparable technical guidance for intermediate-to-advanced digital imaging professionals, graphic artists, photographers, and just about anyone involved in creating digital images or animations. A visual splendor, this full-color book...
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Computer Security BasicsO'Reilly, 2006
This is the must-have book for a must-know field. Today, general security knowledge is mandatory, and, if you who need to understand the fundamentals, Computer Security Basics 2nd Edition is the book to consult. 

The new edition builds on the well-established principles developed in the...
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